Equipment is vital to the success of your dialysis clinic and the health of your patients.

To Order: 1-800-521-1472 8:00am–6:00pm, et
To Fax: 1-800-372-5702 24 Hrs
www.henryschein.com/dialysis
DIGITAL FLOOR SCALE

Compact digital floor scale with a large backlit LCD display. Weighs accurately in both lb and kg, up to 400 lb (200 kg). Features antislip feet and a low profile for added safety. Automatically turns on. Includes 1-year warranty.

14” x 11½” x 1”

(112-7153) ........................................................... ea

Digital Scale

Nonslip mat with a 1½” thin platform. 1½” easy-to-read, red LED. Instant on/off feature for immediate weight readout and battery conversion.

• Capacity: 390 lb x ½ lb (136 kg x 0.2 kg)
• 5-year limited warranty

(110-7427) ........................................................... ea

Digital Floor Scale

A timeless beauty, with perfectly executed curves, clear LC display, and AUTO-HOLD function. It embodies grace, convenience, and precision.

• Capacity: 308 lb, (140 kg)
• Graduations: 0.2 lb (100 g)
• Weight: 4½ lb
• Power supply: 2–3-V batteries (included)
• 1-year warranty

#803

(109-2860) ........................................................... ea

Scale-Tronix® Flush Mounted In-Floor Scale

• For wheelchair, chair, and stand-on weighing
• Level with floor to help reduce fall risk and improve ease of access
• Bright, easy-to-read display
• Weighing capacity: 825 lb/375 kg
• Platform: anodized aluminum, 32” x 36”
• Digital LED display in lb and kg, or kg only
• Surface or flush mounted
• 110 volts AC with rechargeable battery backup
• Allows for a uniform, finished-looking installation
• Printer: built-in, paper tape, uses standard thermal paper
• Resolution: 0.1 lb/100 gm
• Automatically returns to zero, ready for next patient
• Recalls last weight
• Recomputes patient’s weight while patient is on scale
• Computer capability: RS-232 output (optional)

#6102-XXF-B

(566-0578) ...........................................................ea

Digital Wheelchair Ramp Scale

• Capacity: 1000 lb/454 kg
• Resolution: 0.2 lb/0.1 kg
• Platform size: 2½”H x 36”W x 32¼”D
• Ramp size: 32½”W x 9½”D
• Display: ¾” LCD, 180° swivel
• Wheels: 4
• Connectivity: USB
• Power source: 110–240 volt adapter included; uses 6 AA batteries (not included)
• Functions: lb/kg conversion, lb/kg lockout, body mass index (BMI), zero out/tare, hold/release, re-weigh, auto zero, auto off

#2650KL

(117-6183) ...........................................................ea

WelchAllyn® Scale-Tronix®

Flush Mounted In-Floor Scale

• For wheelchair, chair, and stand-on weighing
• Level with floor to help reduce fall risk and improve ease of access
• Bright, easy-to-read display
• Weighing capacity: 825 lb/375 kg
• Platform: anodized aluminum, 32” x 36”
• Digital LED display in lb and kg, or kg only
• Surface or flush mounted
• 110 volts AC with rechargeable battery backup
• Allows for a uniform, finished-looking installation
• Printer: built-in, paper tape, uses standard thermal paper
• Resolution: 0.1 lb/100 gm
• Automatically returns to zero, ready for next patient
• Recalls last weight
• Recomputes patient’s weight while patient is on scale
• Computer capability: RS-232 output (optional)

#6102-XXF-B

(566-0578) ...........................................................ea

Digital Wheelchair Ramp Scale

• Capacity: 1000 lb/454 kg
• Resolution: 0.2 lb/0.1 kg
• Platform size: 2½”H x 36”W x 32¼”D
• Ramp Size: 9”L x 32¼”W
• Display: ¾” LCD, 180° swivel
• Wheels: 4
• Connectivity: USB
• Power source: 110–240 volt adapter included, uses 6 AA batteries (not included)
• Functions: lb/kg conversion, lb/kg lockout, body mass index (BMI), zero out/tare, hold/release, re-weigh, auto zero, auto off

#2600KL

(605-8217) ...........................................................ea

Digital Wheelchair Ramp Scale

• Capacity: 1000 lb/454 kg
• Resolution: 0.2 lb/0.1 kg
• Platform size: 2½”H x 36”W x 32¼”D
• Ramp Size: 9”L x 32¼”W
• Display: ¾” LCD, 180° swivel
• Wheels: 4
• Connectivity: USB
• Power source: 110–240 volt adapter included, uses 6 AA batteries (not included)
• Functions: lb/kg conversion, lb/kg lockout, body mass index (BMI), zero out/tare, hold/release, re-weigh, auto zero, auto off

#2600KL

(605-8217) ...........................................................ea

To Order: 1-800-521-1472 8:00am–6:00pm, et
To Fax: 1-800-372-5702 24 Hrs
Digital Chair Scale

- Can weigh patients up to 550 lb and display the weight on an easy-to-read LCD display
- The 4 full swivel wheels with locking mechanism
- Anti-tip bar on the bottom of the footrest arm
- Large footrests can be folded and down
- Padded armrests fold up and down
- Powered by the included 6 AA batteries that last for more than 85,000 weighings
- Can also be powered by the included AC adapter
- EMR-ready—data can be transmitted via either the included USB or RS-232 ports

#DS8150
(119-4854) ........................................................... ea

Health o meter®

Mechanical Beam Scale

- Maximum-strength, steel base-and-lever system. Features rotating, easy-to-read poise bars with engraved, long-lasting readings in lb/kg increments.
- Capacity: 500 lb (200 kg)
- Optional wheels for easy mobility
- Powder-coated, nonrusting scale
- 10-year warranty

#402KL
(120-1678) ........................................................... ea

ProMed Scale

- Displays height, weight, and BMI simultaneously by simply raising the digital height rod while a patient is being weighed on the scale
- No keys to push, no operational sequences to memorize—it’s fully automatic
- The 6854DHR is EMR-ready with its serial and USB ports
- 600-lb capacity, height rod 43”–79”

#6854DHR
(114-1550) ........................................................... ea

Eye-Level School Beam Scales

Features a height rod in inches and centimeters, and wheels in back for easy transport. Platform cover is easily removed for cleaning.

- Capacity: 400 lb x 4 oz
- Platform size: 10½” x 14½”
- Height rod measures: 30”–78” (76 cm–198 cm)
- Scale height: 59” (1.5 m)

#438, with Wheels
(545-8586) ........................................................... ea

#439, without Wheels
(545-3857) ........................................................... ea

WelchAllyn®

SureTemp® Plus 690 Electronic Thermometer

- Accurate to within ± 0.2°F (0.1°C)
- Interchangeable, removable probe wells to reduce the risk of cross contamination
- Large LCD that can display temperatures in Fahrenheit or Celsius
- Last-temperature recall
- Mode selection and recall buttons
- Four different temperature modes
- Convenient storage for 25 probe covers
- Takes about 6000 readings on 3 AA batteries (included)

Thermometer, with Oral Probe, Well, and 4-ft Cord
(203-3856) ........................................................... ea

Thermometer, with Wall Mount, Oral Probe, Well, and 4-ft Cord
(178-8374) ........................................................... ea

Thermometer with Wall Mount, Oral Probe, and 9-ft Cord
(454-2689) ........................................................... ea

Probe Covers
(566-0460) ........................................................... 250/sleeve

Wall Holder Mount for Thermometer
(206-8985) ........................................................... ea

Oral/Axillary Probe, Well, and 9-ft Cord
(695-8954) ........................................................... ea

Rectal Probe, Well, and 4-ft Cord
(741-8045) ........................................................... ea

HENRY Schein®

PRO SERIES DIGITAL THERMOMETER

- Compact size—under 5” long; weighs just 11 g
- Auto-off function conserves battery life
- Range 90°F–109.9°F ±0.2°F / 32°C–43.9°C ±0.1°C
- Replaceable 1.55V (LR41) battery provides 1,500 measurements
- Plastic scabbard-style case keeps instrument sanitary
- Unit complete with 5 sheaths

#413HS, Thermometer
(900-4856) ........................................................... ea

#1009361, Probe Covers for Digital Thermometers
(100-9361) ........................................................... 100/box

Filac™ 3000 EZ Electronic Thermometer

- Accurate reading in under 4 seconds or advanced accuracy reading in under 6 seconds
- Compact, robust, user-friendly design will stand upright on a flat surface
- Intuitive icon-based interface system with backlit LCD readout
- Unique progress bar indicates status of temperature measurement
- Last-temperature-recall function
- Push-button probe cover ejection
- Patented isolation chamber design and durable probe covers minimize cross contamination
- Operates on 4 AA batteries for 6000 measurements
- Equipped with self-calibrating electronics and auto on/off function
- 1-year full manufacturer warranty

Oral Thermometer
(110-3415) ........................................................... ea

Probe Covers
(110-3414) ........................................................... 2000/box
Non-Contact Infrared Thermometer
Specially designed to take a human body temperature while never touching the patient. Uses an infrared detection system and displays temperature on a backlit screen.
• For use on adult and pediatric patients
• Measures body temp, ambient temp and surface temp
• Audible alarm if temp is too high
• 32-reading memory
• Celsius or Fahrenheit reading
• Instantaneous reading
• 2 AA batteries (included)
MS-131000
(700-0646) ea

EXERGEN
TAT-2000 Temporal Thermometer
The temporal artery, easily visible in an infrared image, is scanned to find the peak temperature. The patented Arterial Heat Balance (AHB)™ method converts this peak to a core temperature by replacing the heat lost from natural cooling of the skin.
• Light-duty professional model
• Allows the choice of using disposable covers, full sheath, or cleaning between patients with a disinfectant wipe
#14001, TAT 2000 Thermometer
(392-1736) ea
#134203, Probe Caps
(491-5611) ea
#134202, Probe Cap Dispenser
(674-2146) ea
#128800, Probe Covers
(929-5950) ea
#123475, TAT-5000
(491-5311) ea

WelchAllyn
CareTemp™ Touch Free Thermometer
• Infrared sensor reads temperature 4 cm–6 cm from center of forehead
• 60-second pulse timer, memory recall button, C/F scale conversion button
• No patient skin contact required, helps minimize the risk of cross contamination
• Measurement feedback system detects proper operating distance for accuracy
• Large, backlit LCD display is intuitive and easy to read
• Takes approximately 3,000 readings on 2 AAA batteries
• 2-year device warranty
#105801, Thermometer
(672-0174) ea
#105802, Battery
(672-0173) ea

Braun ThermoScan® Professional Digital Ear Thermometer
Lightweight, simple, fast, and accurate. Preheated probe tip and sensor provide reliable temperature readings. Has automatic probe-cover eject button for quick-and-easy disposal of used probe covers. 3-year limited warranty.
• Innovative PerfeTemp™ technology adjusts for variability in probe placement
• ExactTemp™ technology detects stability of the probe during measurement
• Designed to take quick and accurate readings, to improve patient satisfaction
• 60-second pulse timer assists with manual measurement of pulse rate and respiration
• Small or large cradles for probe cover storage that pop up for easy attachment
• Optional charging station stores 200 probe covers, with rechargeable battery
• 6-ft or 9-ft security tether options keep device attached to cradle
Thermometer
(124-3558) ea
#05075-005, Probe Covers
(678-2442) ea

HealthSmart® DigiScan™ Multifunction Thermometer
• Infrared technology instantly reads body temperature
• Forehead read for accurate, noninvasive method that is ideal for minimizing disturbances while patient is sleeping
• Ear read is precise and easy to use with the simple press of a button
• Talking Function Audio readings in multiple languages (English, Spanish, French, German, Italian, and Russian) to assist user in identifying temperature
• Compact and easy to hold, with large, backlit LCD screen
• LED fever alarm indicator and 30-reading memory storage
• Date and time display and Fahrenheit/Celsius switchable
#18-935-000
(151-0053) ea
**HENRY SCHEIN®**

**OTOSCOPE SPECULUM TIPS**
- These disposable tips are carefully manufactured to be free of rough edges or burrs.
- They are designed for a snug fit on Welch Allyn®, Propper®, and Heine® otoscopes.
- They will not fit the Welch Allyn® Macroview™.

**Welch Allyn®**

**3.5-V Ophthalmoscope Heads**
- #11710, Standard Ophthalmoscope Head
  - For true tissue color and consistent, long-lasting illumination.
  - Contains: 1 halogen HPX™ light, 6 apertures, cobalt blue & polarizing filters & 28 lenses (-25 to +40 diopters).
  - (566-7562).................................................................................. ea

- #11720, Coaxial Ophthalmoscope Head
  - For shadow-free spot and easier entry into undilated pupils.
  - Contains: 1 halogen HPX™ light, 6 apertures, cobalt blue & polarizing filters & 28 lenses (-25 to +40 diopters).
  - (566-8512).................................................................................. ea

**Welch Allyn®**

**KleenSpec® Disposable Otoscope Specula**
- Diagnostic Type.................. 850/bag
  - Specify: #52432-U, 2.75 mm .............. (566-1679)
  - #52434-U, 4.25 mm .............. (566-5113)

**Welch Allyn®**

**MacroView™ Otoscope Head**
- Easy-to-use otoscope that features advanced optics for increased magnification and nearly a full view of the tympanic membrane. This virtually eliminates the need for panning and simplifies seeing past wax and locating fluid behind the eardrum.

**Welch Allyn®**

**97100-M Diagnostic Set**
- 3.5 V
  - (566-1543).................................................................................. ea

**Welch Allyn®**

**Green Series™ 777 Integrated Wall System**
- Standardize your facility with a sturdy, predrilled mounting board that mounts easily to any wall.
- Help improve workflow with contoured handles that automatically turn on/off.
- Durable, easy-to-clean, high-impact ABS housing.

- #77791-2MPX, With PanOptic Otoscope, MacroView Otoscope, Wall Aneroid, KleenSpec Specula Dispenser, SureTemp Plus 690 Thermometer & Wall Board
  - (672-0018).................................................................................. ea

- #77791-MX, With Coaxial Ophthalmoscope, MacroView Otoscope, Wall Aneroid, KleenSpec Specula Dispenser, SureTemp Plus 690 Thermometer & Wall Board
  - (118-3650).................................................................................. ea

- #77791-MXNOBP, With Coaxial Ophthalmoscope, MacroView Otoscope, KleenSpec Specula Dispenser, SureTemp Plus 690 Thermometer & Wall Board
  - (672-0020).................................................................................. ea

- #77710, With Specula Dispenser
  - (672-0015).................................................................................. ea
STETHOSCOPES

**NURSE STETHOSCOPES**
- Offers dependable acoustics and flexible 22” Y-tubing
- Has an adjustable aluminum dual-head chest piece with an adjustable chrome-plated brass binaural
- Spare ear tips and diaphragm included
- Not made with natural rubber latex

**PRO SERIES SPRAGUE SCOPE**
Threaded chest-piece drum of chrome-plated zinc permits the use of 5 interchangeable chest-piece fittings—an adult and pediatric diaphragm as well as 3 bells (1-1/4”, 1”, and 3/4”)—for complete diagnostic capability in most patients.
- Double-tube configuration on traditional model; single tube on 1-tube design
- Proprietary valve mechanism eliminates acoustic leakage
- Adjustable chrome-plated brass binaurals
- Convenient 22” tubing length
- Inspected and packaged in the USA
- Not made with natural rubber latex
- 5-year warranty
- Weight: 8 oz
- Overall length: 30”

Pro 2-Tube Sprague

**PRO PLUS SERIES PROFESSIONAL STETHOSCOPE**
Combination adult-size chest piece is precisely machined to exacting tolerances from surgical stainless steel for outstanding performance and rugged durability.
- Extra-large bell (1-1/8” diameter) for unsurpassed low-frequency response
- Ultrasensitive diaphragm (1-1/2” diameter) for greater amplification and crisper high-frequency response
- Color-coordinated nonchill bell and diaphragm retaining rim for patient comfort
- Stainless steel binaurals with double-leaf internal spring fixed at 15° angle for greater comfort
- Reinforcing yoke molded into flexible 22” PVC Y-tubing
- Deluxe PVC ear tips (in small and large) for the ultimate in wearing comfort and acoustic seal
- Spare diaphragm included
- Available in 3 striking colors for departmental coding or personal identification
- Not made with natural rubber latex
- Scope ID tag included
- Lifetime warranty
- Weight: 6.5 oz
- Overall length: 31”

Stethoscope

**PROTECTIVE STETHOSCOPE BARRIERS AND DISPENSER**
- Disposable stethoscope barriers prevent the transmission of pathogens between stethoscope and patient
- Eliminate the need to clean stethoscope with alcohol pads between patients
- Reduce patient’s risk of getting an infection from a contaminated stethoscope
- Single-use, one size fits all
- The dispenser holds 1 roll of 500 barriers

Bars, 500/roll

**3M Littmann Lightweight II S.E. Stethoscopes**
- General-purpose, entry-level stethoscope
- Used for basic blood pressure and limited physical assessment
- Bell-diaphragm chest piece provides clear, reliable acoustic performance
- Chest-piece shape is designed for better orientation around blood-pressure cuffs and body contours
- Lightweight design
- Ear tips provide a comfortable fit and a better seal to reduce ambient noise and improve acoustics
- Anatomically angled headset

28” Tube
**VITAL SIGNS/BLOOD PRESSURE MONITORING**

**WelchAllyn**

**Spot Vital Signs™ Devices**
- Fast and accurate: completes noninvasive blood pressure (NIBP), pulse rate, temperature, and SPO2 in about 30 seconds
- Multiparameter and modular so user can select precisely the vital signs parameters they need
- Fully upgradeable to meet changing needs
- Big, bright, easy-to-read LCD screen

**ProBP 2400 Digital Blood Pressure Device**
- 3-Reading Average Mode can give a broader view of patient’s true blood pressure
- Irregular heartbeat detection provides data to assist in making testing decisions
- Manual Mode allows the device to serve as a digital gauge when auscultation is indicated
- Microprocessor-controlled deflation rate provides consistent technique
- Built-in folding handle allows the user to carry it safely and comfortably

**ADView 2 Diagnostic Station**
- Clinical-grade Advantage™ BP technology from SunTech Medical
- Contemporary, compact design with an integrated handle and easy-to-read display
- Manual blood pressure mode for real-time verification
- Customizable average mode options
- Next-generation EMR-ready with HL7 messaging for electronic data transfer
- Network-enabled with built-in Ethernet or optional Wi-Fi
- Lithium-ion power for longer-lasting battery life and a lighter weight
- Built-in memory with up to 99 charting sessions
- New Pediatric Mode to ensure accurate measurements for younger patients
- Firmware upgradable

**Blood Pressure Monitor, Digital**
- Easy to use for up to 4 users
- Stores 60 measurements per user in memory
- Displays average of all measurements
- Clock display with date-and-time stamp for logging and trending measurements
- Indicates an irregular heartbeat (IHB) during a measurement
- Pressure rating indicator classifies blood pressure in accordance with medically approved standards
- Body-movement sensor guides user to remain still during measurement
- Cuff fit error prevents inaccurate measurements by alerting user when the cuff is too loose
- Easy-to-use, wide-range cuff fits most arms (8.6”–16.5”)
- Gentle inflation enables a more comfortable measurement
- Includes carrying case and an AC adapter

**Blood Pressure Monitor, Digital**
- Stores 90 measurements in memory
- Displays average of all measurements
- Memory recall
- Clock display with date and time stamp for logging and trending measurements
- Indicates an irregular heartbeat (IHB) during a measurement
- Pressure rating indicator classifies each blood pressure in accordance with medically approved standards
- Easy-to-use small cuff
- Gentle inflation enables a more comfortable measurement
- Includes an AC adapter
- Manually enter measurements into the A&D Connect mobile app to track history

**More Options Available!**

#4200B-E1, Spot Vital Signs with NIBP only (pulse rate and MAP) ............................................................ ea
#42N03-E1 Spot Vital Signs with NIBP and Nellcor Pulse Oximetry ............................................................ ea
#420TB-E1, Spot Vital Signs with NIBP and SureTemp Thermometer ............................................................ ea
#42NTB-E1 Spot Vital Signs with NIBP and Nellcor Pulse Oximetry and SureTemp Thermometer ................... ea
#42NTB-E1, Spot Vital Signs with NIBP, Nellcor Pulse Oximetry and SureTemp Thermometer ................... ea

Contents: ProBP 2400 Device with 2,400 mAh NiMH battery installed, 1 adult cuff, 1 large adult cuff, 1 power supply with 4 mains blade adapters (US, UK, EU, AU), directions for use CD & calibration certificate.

#BP710N ............................................................ ea

#BP710N ............................................................ ea

18LS8834
BLOOD PRESSURE MONITORING

**HENRY SCHEIN®**  
**THE ESSENTIALS SERIES POCKET ANEROID**  
Navy, Latex  
Features:  
- Black enamel, 300mm-Hg, no-pin stop manometer  
- Navy blue nylon cuff with range markings to facilitate selection of correct cuff size, artery label, and gauge holder  
- Latex inflation bladder and bulb  
- Chrome-plated deflation valve  
- Complete with leatherette zippered carrying case and operating instructions  
- Inspected and packaged in the USA from foreign components  
Aneroid............................................................ ea  
Specify:  
Child (112-6076)  Large Adult (112-6080)  
Adult (112-6077)

**PRO PLUS SERIES PALM ANEROID**  
This revolutionary palm-style manometer (#804) has an integral bulb and trigger-style air release valve for one-hand convenience.  
Large Adult (112-6086)................................. ea  
Adult (112-6088)............................................. ea

Blood Pressure Cuff Barrier  
This single-use, sleeve-like barrier protects patients from contaminants. It is made of a nonwoven polypropylene and has elastic ends.  
#MS-4400 (499-8147)................................. 500/case

**WelchAllyn®**  
**FlexiPort Reusable 1-Piece Blood Pressure Cuffs**  
- Primary sizes are color coded to make it easy to find the proper cuff size  
- Easy, one-hand attachment/detachment of tubing with FlexiPort makes changing cuffs much faster and easier  
- Not made with natural latex rubber material, minimizes risk of allergic reactions  
- Rotatable port reduces stress to cuff tubing and port, improving patient comfort and cuff durability  
- Folded edge reduces risk of cuts and scrapes, maximizing patient comfort  
- Meets all the latest clinical guidelines from AAMI and AHA for proper fit  
#REUSE-09-1TP, Size 9, Child (110-3150)................. ea  
#REUSE-10-1TP, Size 10, Small Adult (110-3162)........... ea  
#REUSE-11-1TP, Size 11, Adult (110-3171)............... ea  
#REUSE-12-1TP, Size 12, Large Adult (110-3206)......... ea  
REUSE-13-1TP, Size 13, Thigh (110-3603)............... ea

8 To Order: 1-800-521-1472 8:00am–6:00pm, et To Fax: 1-800-372-5702 24 Hrs
**PULSE OXIMETERS**

**FINGERTIP PULSE OXIMETER**
- Adult and pediatric use: ideal for all specialties
- Range for SpO2: 70%–100%
- Range for pulse: 30–235 bpm
- Dual-color LED with display modes and brightness control
- Includes pulse bar and plethysmogram
- Visual and audible low-battery alarm
- 2 AAA alkaline batteries with 30 hours of continuous use
- Electromagnetic compatibility

(900-6368) ea

---

**Fingertip Pulse Oximeter**
- Offers 6 display modes, including SpO2, Pulse Rate, and Pleth Waveform
- This easy-to-read, 2-color OLED display makes monitoring clear and simple
- The automatic switch-off feature preserves battery life
- Suitable for adults and pediatric patients

#MS-74002
(499-4744) ea

---

**MedSource Handheld Pulse Oximeter**
- High resolution, 2½" TFT screen displays SpO2, PR waveform and pulse bar
- Adjustable audible and visual alarms
- Low-battery indicator
- Adjustable back light and voice
- Automatic power-off function
- 127-ID setup
- 72-hour data storage and review
- MedView software for data analysis
- 3 AA batteries included
- Bluetooth, charger stand, and AC/DC adapter are optional

#MS-74012
(499-8558) ea

---

**Onyx® Vantage 9590 Pulse Oximeter**
- Tested for use on fingers, thumbs, and toes
- Tested in motion, this lightweight (2-oz) oximeter gives accurate readings on challenging patients with low perfusion and darker skin tones
- Cost-efficient: performs up to 6,000 spot checks on 2 AAA batteries and carries a 4-year warranty

#8340-001, Blue
(117-6262) ea
#8340-004, Black
(499-9104) ea

---

**TRUE METRIX® PRO Meter and Strips**

**TRUE METRIX® PRO METER**
- No coding
- Tiny, 0.5-µL sample size
- Stores 500 results
- As fast as 4 seconds
- BG range: 20–600
- Data management
- Download capabilities
- Glucose control detection
- Strip-release button

#RE4099P-43
(570-0329) ea
Contains: True Metrix® Pro meter & 10 test strips.

---

**TRUE METRIX® PRO STRIPS**
Advanced technologies—the meter, a complex algorithm, chemistry, and electrodes—on the test strip work together as part of the True Metrix® Pro system to produce accurate results. Featuring Triple Sense Technology™, the system provides proven accuracy and confidence in results.

- No-coding technology eliminates need for coding of meter
- Code is assigned during manufacturing process
- Code is printed onto contacts on end of test strip
- Meter reads code on insertion

#R3099P-450
(570-0327) 50/box

---

RELY ON US FOR QUALITY, SELECTION, PERFORMANCE, AND VALUE!
EmbracePRO™ Glucometer
Professional Blood Glucose Meter
• Easy to use
• Test strip release button
• Auto coding
• Fast—results in 5 seconds
• Approved for multipatient use
• Test with less pain
• Small sample size: 0.5 µl
• Alternate site testing: fingers, palm or forearm
• Manage your results
• 500-test memory with time/date stamp
• Event Recording Mode for more effective data management
#ALL01AM0200, Glucometer
(240-0042) ea
#ALL02AM0202, Test Strips
(240-0043) ea 50/box
#ALL02AM0210, Control Solution Hi/Lo
(240-0044) ea

Bayer
Contour® Blood Glucose Test Strips and Level Controls
• Cleared for multiple-site testing, which means more choice
• No coding required
• Automatic underfill detection, control marking, temperature control
• Small sample size (0.6 µl)
• Quick testing time—results in 15 seconds
• Saves information for up to 240 tests with time and date
#7099, Strips
(147-9303) 50/vial
#7109, Control—Normal, 2.5 mL
(147-0874) ea
#7111, Control—High, 2.5 mL
(147-8283) ea
#7110, Control—Low, 2.5 mL
(147-5579) ea
Glucose Meter
(123-6232) ea
CPT® Code: 80662GW

Abbott
Freestyle Precision H Blood Glucose Monitoring System
• Used for whole blood: arterial, venous, fingertip capillary, and neonates
• Simple 2-step testing
• 0.6-µL sample size, 20-second test time for glucose
• Top- or end-fill provides easy sample application with visual confirmation
• Fill trigger ensures reaction starts only when enough blood applied
• Individual foil-wrapped package
• Proven accuracy with GDH-NAD chemistry
• Minimizes potential interfering effects of common medications and substances
#71181-70, Freestyle Precision H Meter
(657-0005) ea
#801670, Freestyle Precision H Strips
(657-0004) ea 100/box
#80139-04, High/Low Control Solution
(657-6290) ea 2 vials

Roche
CoaguChek XS® System
PT/INR Monitoring Solution
The next generation in point-of-care prothrombin (PT) and international normalized ratio (INR) testing.
• CLIA waived
• Neutralizes therapeutic levels of heparin and LMWH
• INR corrected for hematocrit within specified range; manage a broad array of patients with a single device
• Small sample size (10 µL) for easy dosing
• Strip allows dosing from either top or side for simple blood application

CQulagulation Tests—Results in 17 Minutes (PT/INR Results in 5 Minutes)
#03P89-24, PT/INR: Prothrombin Time
(111-3385) ea 24/box
#03P86-25, Celite ACT
(111-3409) ea 25/box

To Order: 1-800-521-1472 8:00am–6:00pm, et To Fax: 1-800-372-5702 24 Hrs
SUCTION UNITS

S-SCORT® III Portal
Suction Unit
The standard in many EMS agencies. It provides all of the power and versatility necessary to quickly and effectively clear an airway, weighs only 7 lb, and is economical to purchase and maintain. Despite its weight, it can stand up to the rigors of the most active EMS service. Components are encased in protective foam for exceptional protection and durability. Delivers >30 lpm clinical airflow. Vacuum is regulated by a 2-position regulator, allowing the operator to choose between full power, >525 mmHg, and reduced power, 120 mmHg (+/- 15%) for endotracheal and pediatric suction procedures. Device is powered by an internal sealed lead-acid battery, which is maintained by an AC/DC charger or a DC power cord. Shipped "ready to use," and the built-in pouch accommodates patient tubing, catheters, and other supplies.

- Lightweight, durable, and portable suction device
- Vinyl-coated nylon-over-foam construction
- Inexpensive to purchase and maintain
- Powered by rechargeable, sealed lead-acid batteries
- Clinical airflow: >30 lpm
- 2-position regulator provides a vacuum selection of >525 mmHg or 120 mmHg (+/- 15%)
- 1-year warranty

#74000
(700-2488)........................................................................................................ea
Contains: 1 of each: canister with 2-meter patient tube, dual-mode charger, DC power cord, Hi-D® suction tip & quick-start guide.

Schuco-Vac®
310 Aspirator
Regular assembly has been replaced with a bacteria filter, eliminating the cap-and-float assembly. Filter prevents fluids and other contaminants from damaging pump. This durable unit continues to meet the need for controlled vacuum regulation from 0" up to 22" Hg with a flow rate of 28 lpm.Delivers >30 lpm clinical airflow. Vacuum is regulated by a 2-position regulator, allowing the operator to choose between full power, >525 mmHg, and reduced power, 120 mmHg (+/- 15%) for endotracheal and pediatric suction procedures. Device is powered by an internal sealed lead-acid battery, which is maintained by an AC/DC charger or a DC power cord. Shipped "ready to use," and the built-in pouch accommodates patient tubing, catheters, and other supplies.

- Lightweight, durable, and portable suction device
- Vinyl-coated nylon-over-foam construction
- Inexpensive to purchase and maintain
- Powered by rechargeable, sealed lead-acid batteries
- Clinical airflow: >30 lpm
- 2-position regulator provides a vacuum selection of >525 mmHg or 120 mmHg (+/- 15%)
- 1-year warranty

#74000
(700-2488)........................................................................................................ea
Contains: 1 of each: canister with 2-meter patient tube, dual-mode charger, DC power cord, Hi-D® suction tip & quick-start guide.

Madavac 172BS
Aspirator
• Bacteria filter prevents contaminant damage
• Vibration-free, easy-to-read gauge
• Quick-connect tubing for all connections
• Draws up to 22" Hg (560mm Hg) with a flow rate of 28 lpm
• Large 500cc collection bottle with overflow cutoff
• Carrying handle for easy portability
• Quiet yet powerful 115-V, 60-Hz, 2.9-A unit

#172BS-II
(923-3316).....................................................................................................ea

Laerdal Suction Unit (LSU)
• The LSU features integrated device diagnostics and vacuum power control, "no tools" replaceable battery, and built-in AC/DC charger
• Device diagnostics, a field-unit first, checks all critical system functions
• High performance, rated at 30 lpm flow rate, and 500+ mm Hg vacuum
• Complete with AC and DC power cords and disposable canister with tubing

#78002001, Suction Unit With Disposable Canister
(827-2229).....................................................................................................ea

DeVilbiss
7305 Series
Suction Unit
• Easy-to-use and compact design with vacuum adjustments from 80 mm to 550 mm Hg
• The 7305 series meets the RTCA/DO160D Aircraft Standard as well as the ISO-10079 Suction Standard
• Backed by a 2-year warranty
#7305P-D, Unit with Battery
6.3 lb, 8" H x 9" W x 7"L
(401-6284).....................................................................................................ea

MedSource
Coiled Suction Catheters
• Sterile, single-use suction catheters feature a whistle-tip and thumb-control port for accurate suction
• French sizing ranges from pediatric to adult

Catheter..............................................................................................................ea
Specify:
#MS-SC06, 6 Fr............ (499-7346)
#MS-SC08, 8 Fr............ (499-5810)
#MS-SC10, 10 Fr......... (499-5084)
#MS-SC12, 12 Fr......... (499-5327)
#MS-SC14, 14 Fr........ (499-5085)
#MS-SC16, 16 Fr........ (499-5980)
#MS-SC18, 18 Fr........ (499-5930)

Suction Canisters
Replacement Canisters
484410, Bemis 1200 cc
(116-9264).....................................................................................................ea
Bemis 800 cc
(645-5651).....................................................................................................ea
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Suction Tubing Kit
• Contains 2 blue-tipped tubes, ¾" inner diameter: 1–13" long, 1–72" long

#S610100
(120-6311).....................................................................................................ea

Coiled Suction Catheters
#MS-SC06, 6 Fr............ (499-7346)
#MS-SC08, 8 Fr............ (499-5810)
#MS-SC10, 10 Fr......... (499-5084)
#MS-SC12, 12 Fr......... (499-5327)
#MS-SC14, 14 Fr........ (499-5085)
#MS-SC16, 16 Fr........ (499-5980)
#MS-SC18, 18 Fr........ (499-5930)

Suction Canisters
Replacement Canisters
484410, Bemis 1200 cc
(116-9264).....................................................................................................ea
Bemis 800 cc
(645-5651).....................................................................................................ea
OXYGEN CONCENTRATORS

DeVilbiss Healthcare
5-Liter Compact Concentrator
- 34% more compact than traditional concentrators
- Exclusive turn-down technology reduces power consumption by 15% or more at or below 2.5 lpm
- Includes oxygen sensing device; no maintenance required for 2 years
- Backed by a 5-year warranty
- Dimensions: 24½"H x 13½"W x 12"L
- Weight: 36 lb
#525DS (110-8052) ........................................................... ea

Perfecto2 V Oxygen Concentrator
Robust design on the 5-liter Invacare Perfecto2 V Oxygen Concentrator includes an Invacare home-fill system port for inventory flexibility and a user-accessible reset button to minimize emergency service calls.
- User-friendly design with easy-to-see-and-understand control panel
- Easy access to humidifier bottle and filter
- Low noise level allows for use during sleep
- Convenient top handle makes it easy to move
- 3 separate filters assure oxygen purity
#IRC5PO2V (121-5604) ........................................................... ea

NewLife® Intensity 10 Stationary Oxygen Concentrator
- With dual flowmeters and oxygen monitor
- 120 volts
- 60 HZ
#AS099-4 (397-0011) ........................................................... ea

CAIRE
NewLife Elite Oxygen Concentrator with Monitor
- 120 volt/60 Hz, USA cord
- Includes O2 monitor
- Highly rated in harsh environments
- Time-proven NewLife® ruggedness and reliability
- Easy to service and maintain
- Lockable flow meter
- Dual-flow option
- Dual-function hour meter
- Resettable circuit breaker
- Direct humidifier bottle attachment
- Smooth and quiet operation
- Optional air outlet for nebulizer treatments
- Simple user interface
#AS005-4 (793-0883) ........................................................... ea

NewLife Elite Oxygen Concentrator
- 120 volt/60 Hz, USA cord, non-OM
- Highly rated in harsh environments
- Time-proven NewLife® ruggedness and reliability
- Easy to service and maintain
- Lockable flow meter
- Dual-flow option
- Dual-function hour meter
- Resettable circuit breaker
- Direct humidifier bottle attachment
- Smooth and quiet operation
- Optional air outlet for nebulizer treatments
- Simple user interface
#AS-005-1 (919-3556) ........................................................... ea

MADA
Oxygen Resuscitator Kit On Cart
- #1629
- Dimensions: 36” x 13” x 10”
- Weight: 19½ lb complete
#1629 (923-3034) ........................................................... ea
Contains: #1603 aluminum cylinder (680 liters filled), #1442 fixed-flow regulator (6 LPM avg.), #370C adjustable chrome cart, #4000 manual resuscitator, mask, & tube.
† Hazardous material

To Order: 1-800-521-1472 8:00am–6:00pm, et
To Fax: 1-800-372-5702 24 Hrs
ZOLL AED Plus®

- The only AED with CPR feedback and an ECG waveform.
- Provides a one-piece electrode for accurate placement.
- Uses consumer lithium batteries that are easy to replace, long-lasting, and inexpensive.

Semi-Automatic Unit
(866-7559)
Contains: AED, electrodes, batteries, carry case, ECG, wall-mount bracket & operator’s guide.

Powerheart® AED

G3 Automatic

- Simplifies the rescue process by eliminating the need to press a shock button.
- Attaches the device to a person in cardiac arrest.
- The device detects the person’s heart rhythm, analyzes the rhythm using the patented RHETHMx® software.
- If a life-threatening rhythm is detected, instructs the user to stand clear, and automatically delivers a defibrillation shock.
- Patented RescueReady technology includes daily, weekly, and monthly self-tests of Intellisense lithium battery, internal electronics, software, and defibrillation pads, ensuring first-time, every-time shock delivery.
- Incorporates the patented RHETHMx® analysis software and STAR® biphasic defibrillation energy waveform.
- #9390A-1001SP, Fully Automatic Unit
(119-5077) ea
Adult Defibrillation Pads
Pads are biphasic, and either pad can be placed on upper right or lower left on bare chest.
(718-7703) ea

Pediatric Defibrillation Pads
Reduces the energy levels delivered to children and infants up to 8 years old or up to 55 Lb.
(718-7665) ea

Pediatric Defibrillation Pad Set
For children 8 years and younger.
(499-1368) ea

Defibrillation and Monitoring Pads

Adult Pad Set
Preconnected, single-use, nonpolarized, and disposable. Self-adhesive electrodes with cable and connector.
(499-1367) ea

Pediatric Pad Set
For children 8 years and younger.
(499-1368) ea

Wall Mount
(499-3395) ea

Defibrillator Pads…………………pair
Specify:
Adult, Zoll…………………(112-7167)
Adult, Philips………………(112-7166)
Adult, Physio………………(12-7163)
Pediatric, Zoll………………(112-7164)
Pediatric, Physio……………(112-7165)
Pediatric, Phillips……………(112-7168)

DEFIBRILLATORS

www.henryschein.com/dialysis
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ECG/DOPPLERS

WelchAllyn®

CP 50™ Resting Electrocardiograph
12 Lead
• Reliable, full-color, touch-screen display
• On-screen instructions that guide you through a test
• Programmable report formats
• High-resolution thermal printer
• Flexible connectivity options: EHR, EMR, HIS, e-mail, Web, and telemedicine
• External printer integration
• Programmable patient entry fields
• Optional MEANS interpretation
• Optional mobile stand and carrying case

#CP50P-1EN1, CP 50™ Plus Resting ECG, Non-interpretive
(566-0634) ........................................ ea

Accessories
#45038-0000, Disposable Tab Electrodes
(701-6335) ..................................................1000/box ea
#406815, CP 50™ Mobile Stand
(566-0634) ........................................ ea
#715107, Carrying Case
(566-0634) ........................................ ea
#406021, CP 50™ Printer Paper, Z-fold
(566-0634) .....................................4 packs/case ea
#406020, CP 50™ Printer Paper, Roll
(566-0634) .....................................4 rolls/case
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Newman Medical
DigiDop™ 700
and DigiDop™ 701
Digital Dopplers with Display
• Tough and durable polycarbonate and stainless steel case with a unique magnetic probe holder
• Digital Optimized Processing (DOP™)
• 2-year product warranty

#DD-700-D2, DigiDop™ 700, Non-Rechargeable, with 2-MHz Probe 
(119-5400) .......................................... ea
#DD-700-D2WP, DigiDop™ 700, Non-Rechargeable, with 2-MHz Waterproof Probe
(119-5403) .......................................... ea
#DD-700-D3, DigiDop™ 700, Non-Rechargeable, with 3-MHz Probe
(117-2711) .......................................... ea
#DD-700-80, DigiDop™ 700, Rechargeable, with 3-MHz & 8-MHz Probes
(119-5394) .......................................... ea
#DD-701-D2WP, DigiDop™ 701, Rechargeable, with 2-MHz Waterproof Probe
(119-5405) .......................................... ea
#DD-701-D3, DigiDop™ 701, Rechargeable, with 3-MHz Probe
(117-2710) .......................................... ea
#DD-701-D8, DigiDop™ 701, Rechargeable, with 8-MHz Probe
(118-4836) .......................................... ea

#DD-700-D2, DigiDop™ 701, Non-Rechargeable, with 2-MHz Probe
(119-5394) .......................................... ea
#DD-701-D3, DigiDop™ 701, Non-Rechargeable, with 3-MHz Probe
(117-2711) .......................................... ea

#DD-701-D8, DigiDop™ 701, Rechargeable, with 8-MHz Probe
(118-4836) .......................................... ea

ELI™ 250c
12-Lead Resting Electrocardiograph
• Portable solution. Compact and lightweight, the ELI 250c electrocardiograph provides comprehensive functionality, in an easy-to-use, portable device
• Best 10 technologies. Capture the best 10 seconds of ECG data from system memory, reducing the need for repeat ECGs
• Wireless data acquisition. Increase workspace flexibility by gathering 12-lead data without the need for a tethered cable
• Connectivity your way. Multiple options ensure patient data transfers easily from the ELI 250c to the location of our choice

#BUR250C-WIX, with WAM & 80211 Wireless Interpretation
(907-3637) .......................................... ea
#BUR250C-W1D, with AM12/USB/LAN/DICOM Interpretation
(907-3637) .......................................... ea
#BUR250C-W1A, with AM12/USB/DICOM Interpretation
(907-3637) .......................................... ea
#BUR250C-W1D, with AM12/USB/LAN/DICOM Interpretation
(907-3637) .......................................... ea
#BUR250C-W1D, with AM12/USB/LAN/DICOM Interpretation
(907-3637) .......................................... ea

LifeDop™ Dopplers
and Probes
Offers great sensitivity, a recording option, and superior sound.
Long-lasting battery saves money.
Comfortable, easy-to-hold probes.
Very durable.
• Large, easy-to-read LCD and technically advanced software display extended 50–220 bpm heart rate as well as remaining battery life, signal quality, and probe identification; available in both display and nondisplay units
• Built-in Audio Recorder LifeDop™ is the first Doppler to feature a built-in solid-state recorder; records up to 32 sec of Doppler sounds (nonrecording Dopplers also available)
• Quality speaker and audio processing for superior sound
• Improved battery management design to reduce frequency of battery changes

#L150R, Nondisplay Doppler with Recharger
(118-8427) .......................................... ea
#L150A, Nondisplay Doppler with Audio Recorder
(118-8694) .......................................... ea
#L250, Display Doppler Basic Model
(118-3501) .......................................... ea
#L250AR, Display Doppler with Recharger and Audio Recorder
(118-9924) .......................................... ea
#P200, Obstetrical, 2MHz
Optimized for deep penetration ........................................ (118-6433)
#P300, Obstetrical, 3MHz, For early fetal heartbeat detection and overall use ........................................ (118-2758)
#P800, Vascular, 8MHz .................................................. (118-9695)

One probe is included with purchase of doppler. Specify choice when ordering.

To Order: 1-800-521-1472 8:00am–6:00pm, et
To Fax: 1-800-372-5702 24 Hrs
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**Invacare Tracer EX2 Wheelchair with Removable Arms**

This wheelchair sets the benchmark for long-lasting, durable wheelchairs by combining a heavy-duty seat inner liner and low-maintenance carbon steel frame.

- Dual-axle allows for repositioning for hemi seat-to-floor heights
- Removable, desk-length, padded arms for easy transfers
- Heavy-duty inner liners keep seat and back from stretching
- 14-gauge cross-braces add durability and strength
- Lightweight wheelchair folds for convenient travel and storage
- Seat dimensions: 20”W x 16”D

#T94HCP (125-1134) ......................................................... pair

---

**Wheelchair with Detachable Leg Rests**

- 350-lb weight capacity
- Tough, embossed upholstery
- Oversized chart pocket
- Heavy-duty fork and welded fork stems prevent wobbling
- Limited lifetime warranty on crossbars and frames; 6-month warranty against manufacturer’s defects on upholstered components and parts
- Removable desk-length arms
- Swing-away detachable elevating leg rests

#MD506850, Navy Blue, 22” Extra-wide (878-3881) ................................................................. ea

---

**Duro-Trac™ Wheelchairs**

Permanent Full Arm with Fixed Footrests

- Highly polished chrome-plated steel
- Padded armrests
- Embossed upholstery
- Dual axle
- Die-case aluminum footrests
- Adjustable front fork on 16” and 18” only
- Weight capacity: 250 lb for 16” and 18”; 350 lb for 20”, 22”, and 24”
- 24” x 1” mag solid composite rear wheels with sealed bearing
- 8” x 1” solid front wheels
- 1-year warranty on frame

#WCFH1801P, 18” Wide, with Permanent Full Arm and Fixed Footrests (635-4562) ................................................................. ea
#WCFH1803P, 18” Wide, with Permanent Full Arm and Swingaway Footrests (103-6178) ................................................................. ea

---

**Invacare Composite Hemi Elevating Leg Rest**

- No-tools front rigging design for easy attachment to Invacare manual wheelchairs
- Features a padded leg rest for user comfort and durable composite footplates

#T94HCP (125-1134) ......................................................... pair

---

**Other options available!**

#WCD52007P, 20” Wide, with Removable Desk-Length Armrests and Swingaway, Detachable Footrests (635-9603) ................................................................. ea
#WCD52407P, 24” Wide, with Removable Desk-Length Armrests and Swingaway, Detachable Footrests (635-6711) ................................................................. ea
Reliant 450 Battery Power Lift

RPL450-1 features:
- Manual lowering safety feature for instant response in event of power loss
- Padded swivel bar with 360° rotation for added comfort and convenience
- Low-battery audible alarm signals when charge is needed
- Wall-mounted charger holds second battery (included) for easy, nearby replacement
- 150–300 lifts per charge
- 450-lb weight capacity

RPL450-2 features:
- Powered lift with power-opening low base
- Total pinch-point protection covers all moving parts for added safety
- Height range allows lifting from floor and high surfaces
- Wide base provides maximum stability and is battery-operated for ease of use
- Ergonomic hand pendant attaches to multiple points on lift for convenience
- Manual lowering allows emergency lowering of user in case of power loss
- 450-lb weight capacity
#RPL450-1, Battery-Powered Lift with Manual-Opening Low Base
(246-0993) .............................................. ea
#RPL450-2, Battery-Powered Lift with Power-Opening Low Base
(834-5641) .............................................. ea

Reliant Patient Lift Scale
- Readings in lb or kg
- Instructions printed on scaleface for ease of use
- Retrofits on Reliant 450 and 600 lifts
- Automatically powers down after 2 min to preserve battery
- Battery operated: battery life approximately 1500 readings
#RPLS6 (120-1238) .............................................. ea

Bariatric Patient Lift
- The Joerns Hoyer HPL700 lift has been replaced by the HPL700-S2 lift. The new lift provides a standard look and function that aligns with the newest released Classic Series lift. The primary difference between the existing HPL700 and the new HPL700-S2 is an upgrade to the electronics package.
- Only available in White
- Interchangeable spreader bars
- Power-operated base
- Hoyer smart monitor
- Oversized handles to easily move the lift
- Optional scale
- Safe working load: 700 lb
- Lifting range: 23.3” to 69”
- 2 batteries, offboard charger
- Powered base
#HPL700-S2 (115-8735) .............................................. ea

Reliant 600 Heavy-Duty Power Lift
- Removable battery charges on wall-mounted charging station
- Quiet, long-life motor powers wide lifting range for versatility
- Extra-wide padded swivel bar with 360° rotation
- 600-lb weight capacity

RPL600-1 features:
- Manual-Opening Low Base
- Base legs adjust easily and lock securely into open position with the padded handle
- Total pinch-point protection covers all moving parts for added safety

RPL600-2 features:
- Powered base operated by hand pendant
- Ergonomic hand pendant attaches to multiple points on lift for convenience
#RPL600-1, Battery-Powered Lift with Manual-Opening Low Base
(108-7889) .................................................... ea
#RPL600-2, Battery-Powered Lift with Power-Opening Low Base
(118-4333) .................................................... ea

Painted Hydraulic Lift
- 450-lb weight capacity
- Lightweight construction and easy disassembly allow quick transport and setup
- 20”–64” range allows for patient to be picked up from lying position on floor
- Elongated handle design serves a broad range of operator heights and offers improved handling ability
- Offset mast and boom style provides better lift path, maximizing full travel range
- Pump handle can rotate from side to side for convenience of attendant
- Six-point swivel bar attachment easily adapts to all sling styles and positions
#9402, Standard Sling
(120-8369) .................................................... ea
#9071, Sling Chains for Standard Series Slings
(120-7757) .................................................... ea
#9401, Standard Sling
(120-7756) .................................................... ea
#115, Painted Hydraulic Patient Lift
(116-5732) .................................................... ea

To Order: 1-800-521-1472 8:00am–6:00pm, et
To Fax: 1-800-372-5702 24 Hrs
Carroll CS Series CS7 Bed

Floor-lock system secures the bed to the floor at all height ranges but allows for mobility on demand. Caregivers do not have to wait for the bed to be raised to its full height before transporting or maneuvering. Easy-to-read indicator alerts staff if the bed is off its castors and not locked properly. Exclusive arched-slat deck design allows for improved infection control and reduces wear and tear on mattresses. Features a rugged hand control, with bright, universal symbols, allowing residents and staff to easily operate the comfort controls of the bed. Optional 10-function attendant control panel allows staff to easily operate all functions of the bed from the footboard. In addition, staff can choose to restrict access to the resident by locking out any or all functions of the hand control directly from the panel.

- 7”–30” height range
- 500-lb weight capacity
- Ergonomically designed, rugged, water-resistant pendant
- Rapid, tool-free assembly minimizes delivery set-up time and makes maintenance easier
- Universal deck length (76” or 80”)
- Optional battery backup
- 190 lb
- Swivel wheels
- Back angle: 70°
- Overall width: 36”/39”/42”

Mattress sold separately.

C-Based Overbed Table with Adjustable Height

Features a convenient flat surface for those confined to a bed or chair. “C”-shaped base allows for closer access while in a chair. It is easy to assemble and height-adjustable. Can be adjusted for right- or left-handed use.

#329359
(672-0107).........................................................................ea

Composite Overbed Table, Non-Tilt

- Easy to assemble
- Molded composite top is a smart alternative to wood, which, over time, has the potential to crack or peel
- Easy to clean and impermeable to moisture
- Height adjusts infinitely between 28.3” and 41.7” 28”W x 15”D. Base: 24”W x 15”D
- Chrome-plated H base and column for aesthetics and durability
- Twin-wheel swivel casters provide smooth-rolling action
- 2 locking and 2 nonlocking casters
- Supports up to 50 lb of dispersed weight
- Gray
#GF8903P
(121-9210).........................................................................ea

Apollo MedSurg (MS) Hospital Bed

- Customizable Tente® wheel casters
- Central locking brake mechanism
- Modular battery backup
- Adjustable height, Fowler angle, and knee angle
- Trendelenburg and reverse Trendelenburg positions
- Hospital Bed Safety Workgroup (HBSW) compliant side rails
- Patient controls in inner side rails
- 550-lb weight capacity
- Integrated mattress retainer
- Integrated bed extender
- Removable headboard and footboard
- Linak™ DC actuators
- CPR quick-release system
- 4 integrated roller bumpers
- 4 IV pole sockets
- LED night-light
- 4 integrated roller bumpers
- Flat litter deck for compatibility with standard patient surfaces
- Integrated air mattress pump holder on footboard
- 120 volts
#B-E-AM1-4000-120
(127-5151).........................................................................ea

Composite Overbed Table

- With scale
- 5” Tente® wheel casters
- Central locking brake mechanism
- Linak™ DC actuators
- Modular battery backup
- Electronic lock-out controls on outer side rails and footboard
- Auto-contour feature when Fowler is raised
- Trendelenburg and reverse Trendelenburg positions
- Patient controls on inner side rails
- Hospital Bed Safety Workgroup (HBSW) compliant side rails
- 550-lb weight capacity
- Metal litter deck
- Integrated mattress retainer
- Integrated bed extender
- CPR release system
- 4 IV pole sockets
- LED night-light
- Flat litter deck
- Integrated air mattress pump holder on footboard
- 120 volts
#B-E-AM1-4002
(127-5151).........................................................................ea
### PowerLine Treatment Table with Backrest
- 500-lb capacity
- Hardwood legs
- 30"H x 72"L x 27"W
- Padding: 1 1/2"
- Firm response: 2 1/2"

#PKG6974
(124-1600)

---

### Straight Line Treatment Table*
- Features all-steel frame, laminate shelf, 2 drawers with steel sides and adjustable backrest
- Paper dispenser included
- Available for FedEx® Ground and UPS® shipping to save you money

#3013-27, 27"W x 30"H x 72"L
(122-0010) ea

#3013-30, 30"W x 30"H x 72"L
(122-0011) ea

*Available with color-coordinated laminate and vinyl. Grey shelving will be shipped unless otherwise specified.

### Ritter® #204 Table Base
- Option 1
  - Pass-through drawers
  - Electrical receptacle (base only)
- Option 2
  - Pass-through drawers
  - Drawer heater
  - Pelvic tilt
  - Electrical receptacle (base only)

#204-001
(702-5876) ea

### Ritter® #222 Barrier-Free® Power Examination Table
The incredible 18" low height provides optimal accessibility and safety. Available in various upholstery colors.
- Power height and manual back section
- 400-lb patient weight capacity
- 18" to 37" seat height adjustment
- Foot control standard
- Cut and sewn or styled seamless upholstery option
- Meets UL 60601-1 and CAN/CSA C22 No. 601.1-M90 standards
- Table weight: 295 lb

#222-016, Barrier-Free Exam Table Base Unit with Receptacle, Pelvic Tilt, and Drawer Heater
(634-3714) ea

---

*Call for configuration options!*
**Champion Recliners**

- Champion offers a variety of Recliner options in both manual and powered options for fulfilling a safe and comfortable experience during use. In addition these chairs offer Trendelenburg options and swing away arms for caregiver use. Champion sets themselves apart from their competitors by offering swing arm chairs that all swing 180 degrees as an option in addition to their “infinite position” option of their chairs that allows the patient to lean back to a spot and the chair will hold them in that spot until someone changes it.

- Champion offers a wide array of accessories for their recliners to allow for further patient comfort based on your needs which include but are not limited to: Black over-lap tray, Fold-away table with cup holder, Swing-away table (with or without cup holder), Cup holders, Head pillow/lumbar support, Cushion wedge/arm support, Blood draw arm support, Push handle cover, Head flap protector, Arm covers, Rear back flap, Monitor mount, Tablet table, Nocturnal sleep pad, Nocturnal sleep guards, Footrest extender, IV pole (2 or 4 hook), Oxygen tank holder, IV bracket, IV Rolling locking base, Bag hook, Personal items storage bag and Paper roll dispenser.

*For further information on Champion chairs and the options available, please call your representative today!* 

---

**Graham-Field Recliners**

- Graham Field offers a wide array of color options and chair styles aimed at ensuring that every patient who walks into the clinic will get a comfortable seating experience. Graham Field offers chairs with Trendelenburg and folding side table with drop arms for assisting in the ease of getting the patient into the chair.

- Graham Field offers a handful of accessories and add-ons for their chairs that are but not limited to: side table, cup holder, heat and/or massage options and headrest covers. They also offer an XL version of said recliners to allow for all varieties of patients who may walk into the clinic.

*For further information on Graham-Field chairs and the options available, please call your representative today!* 

---

**Winco Recliners**

- Winco sets themselves apart by providing both drop arm and swing arm chair options for the ease of moving a patient from their wheelchair to and from the dialysis chair along with ease for the caregiver in cleaning the chair after a patient has left the dialysis chair.

- Winco’s most popular chair is the Elite Care Cliner with 90° swing arm functionality. They come in both regular and XL sizes with Trendelenburg positioning and dual folding side tables. The second most popular recliner is their 6530 and 6540 recliners which also come standard with Trendelenburg and dual side tables. Options for these recliners for patient comfort include but are not limited to: Heat, Heat and massage, and side cushions.

*For further information on other styles of Winco recliners and the options available, please call your representative today!* 

---
Basic Blood-Drawing Chair with Cabinet
- High-impact aluminum and plastic storage cabinet
- Durable plastic resin seat
- Adjustable armrest
- Non-marring leveling feet
- Single pivot arm
- Weight capacity: 300 lb
#2570PR (117-2984) .............................................. ea

Premium Stool
- Premium 5-star black base, with easily maneuvered casters
- 14” round swivel seat
- 3” high-density, multilayered padding
- Choice of stool’s height range
- Covered with PVC-free upholstery
- Equipped with pneumatic height ranges
- Pewter
#60386-T29 (127-8450) .............................................. ea

Exam Stool with Casters
- Weight capacity rating: 300 lb
- 14” round cushioned seat
- 2” double ball-bearing casters
- Height adjustment (screw shaft): 17⅝” to 26¼”
- Without back
- Black
#P-36 BLK (157-7992) .............................................. ea

Pneumatic Swivel Stool
- One-piece, American-made, black nylon base
- Full-size diameter top and base for comfort and stability
- 5-leg design for greater stability
- Firm polyfoam padding
- 4”-thick seat for extra comfort
- 2½” dual wheel casters
- Single-lever, pneumatic height adjustment
- All seats have ¾”-thick solid plywood base
- Premium, stain-resistant, woven, knit-backed, vinyl upholstery
- Knock-down design saves on shipping
- Easy: no-tools-required assembly
- 250-lb load capacity under normal use
#2135 (122-4606) .............................................. ea
INFUSION PUMPS/IV POLES/PRIVACY SCREENS/STANDS

**ZYNO MEDICAL**

**Infusion Pump**
- Set-based free-flow protection
- Used in conjunction with B series IV sets, the IV set incorporates a modified Roberts clamp that when properly loaded into the pump provides an automatic backup safety system to the pump-based, free-flow protection device-only system
- The Roberts clamp easily loads into the pump in the designated holder
- A built-in sensor ensures that the pump cannot be used without the clamp being properly installed
- During operation if the pump door is opened the pump-based clamp and the set-based clamp will automatically close

#Z-800F
(124-5790) .................................................. ea

**B|BRAUN**

**Vista® Basic Infusion Pump**
Large-volume infusion pump, with Continuous, Piggyback, Ramp/Taper, and Program modes. Operates with DEHP-free and straight-line IV sets. Using prompts, it walks user through programming process. Easy-to-load pump is less expensive than cassettes and fosters quick learning. Easy to carry, lightweight (6.8 lb), and doesn’t require an IV pole.

(187-1304) .................................................. ea

**MABIS**

**IV Pole with 4 Casters and 2 Hooks**
- Chrome pole and prongs
- 2-wheel caster design
- 2 prongs
- 4 legs with casters
- Height can easily be adjusted from 47” to 82”

#45-624-060
(151-0194) .................................................. ea

**TECHIMED**

**Five-Leg IV Pole with 2 Hooks**
- Chrome-plated steel pole
- Knob height adjustment
- Detachable dual ram horn hooks with plastic tips
- Dual wheel casters
- Five-leg, cast-aluminum base

(635-5666) .................................................. ea

**Brewer**

**4-Caster, Heavy-Base IV Stands**
- Rubber wheel, ball-bearing casters
- Tough 4-leg epoxy-coated base
- Chrome-plated top post assembly
- 2 and 4 detachable ram’s horn hooks available
- Exclusive “No Loss” knob
- Rubber bumpers on legs to protect walls

#43403, 2-Ram’s-Horn-Hook Model
(121-7776) .................................................. ea

#4-Ram’s-Horn-Hook Model
(612-6951) .................................................. ea

---

**OMNIMED**

**Mobile Glove and Hand Sanitizer Stand**
- Includes a triple stainless-steel glove-box holder and 1 sanitizing dispenser
- 40” work height
- 1 hand-sanitizer holder
- 22”-diameter star base

#350351
(129-1350) .................................................. ea

**Prestco**

**4-Panel Privacy Screen, 48705 Series**
- 4-panel privacy screen
- Folded dimensions for storage: 68” x 19” x 3½”
- Extended length of coverage: 68”H x 62”W

#48705
(870-9006) .................................................. ea

**devilbiss**

**3-Panel Privacy Screen**
- Each hinged panel measures 56”H x 27½”W
- Easy to maintain and clean
- 4—3” hooded casters
- Overall height: 70¼”
- Screens are 6-mil, flame-retardant, bacteriostatic white vinyl
- Sturdy, 1” diameter anodized aluminum tubing

#13508-P
(285-0528) .................................................. ea
Call for more options!

**BD Recykleen™ Trolleys**

Made with 25% Recycled Content
Standard and foot-operated trolleys for extra-large collectors. Provide stability and mobility, with handles and 3" locking wheels.

Foot-operated trolley.
- #305090, Standard, 9 gal
- 23¾" x 15½" x 22¼"
- (987-0163) ea
- #305092, Standard, 17–19 gal
- 26½" x 17½" x 23¼"
- (987-0165) ea
- #305091, Foot Operated, 9 gal
- 26½" x 15½" x 22¼"
- (987-0164) ea
- #305093, Foot Operated, 19 gal
- ea

**Rubbermaid® Step-On Containers**

Hands-free, sanitary refuse disposal. Rounded corners and smooth contours. Tough, rugged, puncture-resistant, all-plastic construction provides years of use.
- Assists in complying with OSHA regulation 29 CFR 1910.1030, "Occupational Exposure to Bloodborne Pathogens"
- Factory Mutual (FM) and California State Fire Marshal (CSFM) approved for fire safety
- Tight-fitting, overlapping lid helps contain odors
- Quiet, heavy-duty pedal for sanitary, hands-free use
- Optional rigid liners for containers #6143, #6144, #6145, and #6146 provide leak-proof bases to help contain liquids

- #FG614200WHT, 23 gal, 198" x 161" x 32½"
- Light Beige
- (324-5203) ea
- #FG614200RED, 23 gal, 198" x 161" x 32½"
- Red
- (324-5203) ea

**Stainless Steel Cart**

- Noncorrosive stainless-steel construction
- 3 stainless-steel shelves, 15½"W x 24"L
- Roomy 12" between shelves
- Quietly rides on 3½" rubber wheel casters
- Total weight capacity: 300 lb
- Dimensions with handle: 32"H x 16"W x 27"L
- #63500 (550-3010) ea

**Plastic Breakaway Seals**

- Padlock seals can be used with lever locking systems, breakaway gate locks, and Emer-Box divider trays
- Yellow
- #PS-100 (172-8521) ea

**Baked Enamel Steel Step-On Cans**


- #P-24, 24 qt, Red
- (545-2145) ea
- #P-24, 24 qt, White
- (545-3315) ea
- #P-32, 32 qt, Red
- (545-3427) ea
- #P-32, 32 qt, White
- (545-5228) ea
- #P-48, 48 qt, Red
- (545-5926) ea
- #P-48, 48 qt, White
- (545-6276) ea

**Crash Cart Covers**

For Unicarts
- Includes 5 bags
- 33" x 23" x 42"
- #BAG-COVER5 (109-3366) 5/box

**Brewer**

**Stainless Steel Cart**

- Corrosion resistant stainless-steel construction
- 3 stainless-steel shelves, 15½"W x 24"L
- Roomy 12" between shelves
- Quietly rides on 3½" rubber wheel casters
- Total weight capacity: 300 lb
- Dimensions with handle: 32"H x 16"W x 27"L
- #63500 (550-3010) ea

**Waterloo**

**Crash Cart Covers**

- For Unicarts
- Includes 5 bags
- 33" x 23" x 42"
- #BAG-COVER5 (109-3366) 5/box

---

To Order: 1-800-521-1472 8:00am–6:00pm, et
To Fax: 1-800-372-5702 24 Hrs

18LS8834
**Premier Pharmacy/Vaccine Undercounter Refrigerator, Freestanding**
- 2½-cu-ft capacity
- Remote alarm contacts
- Back wall evaporator cover
- Forced draft circulation
- Keyed door lock
- Digital temperature display
- Audible and visual high- and low-temperature alarms
- Cycle defrost
- ADA compliant
- One glass swing door, right-hinged, not reversible
- Microprocessor temperature controller
- Adjustable operating temperature range: 34°F–50°F (1°C–10°C)
- 2 probes: 1 in air and 1 in sample bottle
- Magnetic door gasket for positive seal
- High-density urethane foam cabinet and door insulation
- HFC-free refrigerant (R600a), foam insulation, and packaging
- Exterior dimensions: 28¾”H x 17¾”W x 19½”D
- 115 volts, 60 Hz, 0.90 amps, ¼ HP
- UL/C-UL listed
- Shipping weight: 97 lb
- #PH-ABT-HC-UCFS-0204G (126-4009) ea

**Premier Undercounter Refrigerator, Built-in**
- Cycle defrost
- 4.6-cu-ft capacity
- Keyed door lock
- Remote alarm contacts
- Forced-draft circulation
- Recessed door handle
- Back wall evaporator cover
- 2 probes: 1 in air and 1 in glycol bottle
- One solid swing door, right-hinged
- Microprocessor temperature controller
- Digital temperature display
- Audible and visual high- and low-temperature alarms
- Adjustable operating temperature range: 34°F–50°F (1°C–10°C)
- Magnetic door gasket for positive seal
- High-density urethane foam cabinet and door insulation
- HFC-free refrigerant (R600a), foam insulation, and packaging
- Exterior dimensions: 33¾”H x 23¼”W x 24½”D
- 115 volts, 60 Hz, ½ HP, 1.74 amps
- UL/C-UL listed
- Shipping weight: 137 lb
- #UCBI-0404 (125-4665) ea

**Standard Undercounter Laboratory Refrigerator, Freestanding**
- Interior light
- Cycle defrost
- 5-cu-ft capacity
- Keyed door lock
- Recessed door handle
- Mechanical thermostat
- Probe access port, ⅜”
- White cabinet and door
- 3 shelves: 1 fixed and 2 adjustable
- Magnetic door gasket for positive seal
- 1 solid swing door, right-hinged, not reversible
- Temperature range: 34°F–50°F (0°C to 10°C)
- High-density urethane foam cabinet and door insulation
- HFC-free refrigerant (R600a), foam insulation, and packaging
- Exterior dimensions: 32¾”H x 20¼”W x 21¾”D
- 115 volts, 60 Hz, 0.90 amps, ¼ HP
- UL/C-UL listed
- Shipping weight: 86 lb
- #UCFS-0504W (125-4697) ea
BECAUSE INFECTION RISKS ARE EVERYWHERE, SO ARE WE.

Integrated Solutions to Help Fight HAIs.
PDI covers your Interventional Care, Patient Care, and Environment of Care needs with effective infection prevention products, educational tools, and clinical support, all designed to get patients back home where they belong. Infections don’t wait. Neither should you.

- HS Item# (267-0039) Sani-Cloth® AF3 Wipes Large Canister*
- HS Item# (113-5423) Super Sani-Cloth Wipes Large Canister*
- HS Item# (602-0021) Sani-Cloth Bleach Wipes Large Canister*

*Available in additional formats and sizes.
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